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After spending a lot of time
looking at a number of indoor
archery ranges across the

country I can definitely say one thing
for certain; when it comes to ranges
and how they are operated one size
does not fit all. While I was not on a
mission to visit all the archery ranges
in the country I started to notice the
differences as I stopped in various
archery shops on my travels. My
curiosity simply got the best of me
and I started to check out each one I
ran across and I soon noticed vast dif-
ferences not only in their size but also
in how they were operated. 

I found video ranges, single lane 5
yard ranges, multi-lane 50 yard ranges
with automatic pop-up 3-D targets
and everything in between. Most
shops had some type of shooting
facility even if it was just a backstop in
the corner that would simply allow a
customer to shoot a few shots from a
bow they were considering buying.

In many ways the popularity of

indoor ranges depends greatly on the
area of the country in which the shop
is located. Logically the longer the
winter season the more use an indoor
range will see. This of course also
depends if the range is located in a
rural area where targets in the back

yard are common
or in a metropoli-
tan area where
local laws and
safety concerns
require shooters
to go to a formal
range facility year
around. 

Many shops I
visited had both
paper and video
ranges. Over half
of the shops con-
ducted paper
leagues part of
the year. All of the
shops I visited
that had a video
system ran a
video league of
some sort espe-
cially during the
winter months.
Video ranges also
seemed to pick
up a lot of activity
in the weeks just
prior to the hunt-
ing season as
hunters tried to
get in a little real-

istic hunting practice. 
Prices for shooting video ranges

varied but generally were between $20
and $35 per hour in the shops I visit-
ed. Video ranges require a substantial
investment and some ongoing main-
tenance cost so all the video range
operators I talked to were looking for a
definite pay-back. Charges for shoot-
ing on paper ranges on the other hand
were all over the place with prices
between $3.50 and $6.00 per hour
about average for the majority of
shops with a few charging as much as
$10.00 per hour. As all of the shops I
visited were in rural areas I am sure
that the charges for both video and
paper ranges could be higher in met-
ropolitan areas where rents and prop-
erty values are greater.

Some shops had a flat rate for cus-
tomers who had purchased their bow
there and an hourly rate for customers
who had not. Most shops also includ-
ed between two and four hours of free
range time with any new bow pur-
chase. Although not as common, sev-
eral shops also offered one to two
hours of free range time with any
complete bow tune-up or yearly ser-
vice as an additional incentive. 

Another obvious difference was in
how the ranges were constructed.
While some ranges used commercial
backstops, other were using com-
pressed cardboard, surplus foam or
even baled cloth. Obliviously this
directly impacted the cost of operat-
ing the range. For a true bottom line
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This arrow filled deer is just one of the creative ideas from G & T
Sports Plus located in Mt. Storm, West Virginia. It is a 50/50 fun tar-
get with the winner being the shooter getting closest to the dime
sized circle. The circle is on the back of the target and none of the
shooters know where it is located, which explains their thorough
coverage of the deer. This is just one of many ways to add some
fun to a shooting session.

The pro shop owners knows where they put the circle and about
where it is in relationship to the front of the target. After the
shooting is over they have everyone pull their arrows except for
the ones in the immediate area of the circle. Then they slide the
target back on the few remaining shafts and look from the rear.
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cost it is necessary to add in lights,
heat, insurance and the cost of the
floor space. This is the only way to get
a realistic idea of what the shooting
charges should be if the range is to be
a stand alone money maker.  

I am sure if you tried to calculate
the benefits of an indoor range based
on overhead and range revenue alone
you would quickly be asking if it made
any sense at all especially in view of
rising cost of heat and electricity.
However that is not to say that a range
cannot be a valuable asset to any
archery pro shop. It seems to depend
entirely on what part the range plays
in the overall business plan. 

Bill Puruczky, owner of The
Archery Zone, located in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, said, “I have approxi-
mately 1,500 square feet of floor
space and it’s jam packed with mer-
chandise. I have set aside space for
one 15 yard single lane that I use for
bow set-ups and paper tuning. This
lane serves double duty as it also
allows my customers to take a few
shots out of any bow they are con-

sidering purchasing.”
“However, I am in a unique situa-

tion as I have a well established club
with excellent indoor and outdoor
ranges located within five miles of the
shop,” Puruczky continued. “It would
make no sense for me to give up valu-
able floor space or go to the expense

of adding onto my shop and wind up
competing with the club whose mem-
bers are also my customers. It makes
more sense for me to work with and
support the existing club. If there were
no local club or nearby shooting facil-
ities available I might reconsider the
situation.”

On the other hand Neil’s Archery,
located in Endicott, New York, has
6,000 square feet of floor space and of
that total 4,500 feet are taken up by
range space including the entire sec-
ond floor which is dedicated to a 30
yard 3-D range. Owner Tom Pappas
aggressively promotes his indoor
ranges. “All of our range related activi-
ties are designed to bring people into
the shop and increase our customer
base,” Pappas said. 

Neil’s Archery leagues normally
consist of at least 150 adult shooters.
Youth classes are run every Saturday
with an average of 125 kids going
through the program yearly. In addi-
tion the range is rented out for birth-
day parties, where pizza and ice
cream are the fare and supervised
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Endless Mountain Archery, Bichardsville,
Pennsylvania used its range for a commu-
nity fund raiser. Owners organized a cov-
ered dish supper and held it at the shop,
opened the range for a fun shoot, sold raf-
fle tickets and gave out door prizes. The
event brought lots of people through the
door, raised over $1,400 for Breast Cancer
Research and gave Endless Mountain
Archery a very positive public image.
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shooting is the entertainment. Neil’s
also works with scouting and school
groups doing in-house archery
demonstrations and he sponsors
shooting improvement workshops.

Archery Field and Sport, of
Altoona, Iowa, has a video Dart sys-
tem, a 45 yard indoor range that
accommodates 20 shooters and an
outdoor range as well. “My archery
ranges are a basic part of my business
plan,” said owner Erv Wagner. “All of
my targets are movable and I can
change from a wall target to 3-D’s or
pop-ups in a few minutes providing
great flexibility and allowing me to
meet any demand.”

“There is nothing hanging on the
wall in my retail shop that the cus-
tomer can’t buy somewhere else,”
continued Wagner. “In order to attract
customers to my shop I need to pro-
vide quality products and follow-up
service. For me to stay in business I
need to make a reasonable return on
my investment and that means I need
to keep a steady stream of customers
coming through the doors. I consider

the ranges an important part of my
service and critical to the promotion
of the shop. They are the one thing the
big box stores and the catalogs can’t
offer and it’s what sets me apart.”

“We run leagues year around and
after school programs for kids plus
private lessons,” Wagner explained.
“We charge a flat $10 for paper range
time, $15 for 3-D and pop-up rounds
and $65 per hour for private lessons.
We also offer seven days of free range
time with every new bow and service
package purchased. People buy
archery equipment because they
want to shoot. By keeping my ranges
active and filled I give them a place to
shoot and in turn it gives me the best
chance to sell them the equipment
they want and the service they may
need.”

The awards for league shooting
varied as widely as all other differ-
ences between the ranges with some
shops showing real creativity. While
trophies were common, a number of
shops with adequate room made the
award presentations at an informal
“banquet” that normally consisted of
some combination of pizza, meatball
or hot sausage sandwiches, hot dogs,
soft drinks, chips etc. Everything was
geared for self serve convenience and
fun with a few door prizes thrown in

to give everyone a chance at taking
something home.

Greg and Tammy Hipp, owners of
G & T Sports Plus are located in Mt.
Storm, West Virginia which is literally
in the middle of nowhere. “While we
have an indoor range and hold regular
winter leagues we use every opportu-
nity we can think of to use the range to
attract people,” Tammy Hipp
explained. “We have held baby show-
ers at the range and covered the tar-
gets with pictures of baby related
items. In addition to our regular win-
ter leagues each year we invite the
surrounding volunteer fire companies
to each put together a team made up
of fireman from its company and
challenge the other companies in the
area to a shoot-off held at our range.
On Valentines Day we hold a special
shoot with different sized hearts as
targets. Each heart has a different
scoring system and after each round
the shooters rotate shooting positions
until they have shot every target with
prizes given for the high score.”

“While we give out trophies and
merchandise to the winners we try to
mix things up as well,” Hipp contin-
ued. “Recently we gathered up a
bunch of prizes and after the shoot
was over we had the entire group of
shooters gather in a circle in the mid-
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Kid’s archery leagues and after school programs not only introduce young people to the
sport of archery but they build good will and future customers as well. This happy group
of winners recently took part in one of the Neil’s Archery ongoing youth programs. Neil’s
Archery is located in Endicott, New York.
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dle of the range. Then we tossed small
bean bags with numbers printed on
them overhead. When the archers
caught a bag, the number on the bag
corresponded with a prize on the
table. Everyone had a lot of fun with
that one. We will try anything to bring
people into the shop and it must be
working because people come from
50 miles around to our different
events.”        

One shop in particular had devel-
oped a unique approach to how
awards were handled.   Every time a
shooter shot with his team on the
teams’ assigned time and day they
received a raffle ticket that was placed
in a huge container behind the
counter. Although team members
could shoot make up scores if they
could not make it at their assigned
time, they did not receive a ticket.
This encouraged everyone to keep to
the original schedule and helped
keep things running smoothly. 

At the end of the league all the
team and individual winners were
posted. Shop gift certificates were
awarded to each member of the top

teams. The number of teams receiv-
ing gift certificates depended upon
the total teams entered with one
team receiving awards for every four
teams entered. As an example, if 20
teams entered the league each mem-
ber of the top five teams would
receive gift certificates of declining
value depending on their placement.

Next, a drawing would be held
from the deposited tickets from all
members who had shot during the
league. Naturally the more often a
shooter shot with his team on their
assigned time the more tickets he
had in the drawing and the greater
his chances of winning. The prizes
were merchandise from the shop
plus a donated hunt from an outfit-
ter who each year trades a hunt for
the free advertising and exposure. 

One hundred percent of the
money collected during the leagues
was returned to the shooters in the
form of gift certificates or merchan-
dise. This system encouraged every-
one to participate and not just the
“hot shots.”  Because everyone had a

chance of winning, more people
tend to enter the league and it is
growing yearly. It also allows the
shop owner to “balance” his invento-
ry through his choice of prizes, get a
tax write-off on some slow moving or
overstocked merchandise, make
everybody happy and greatly
increase the traffic through his shop
at the same time. 

Dealers should take advantage
of every opportunity to promote
their business and draw customers
into their shop. Shooting lanes can
be a great way to do exactly that but
they can’t do it by themselves. In a
true sense lanes are like inventory.
You have to invest money to have
them and in turn they must make
you a profit. 

The dealers who seem to be
profiting the most from their lanes
are those that are using them to
actively promote their business
through leagues, classes, private
lessons and special promotions. The
possibilities are limited only by your
imagination.

Indoor ranges are a great way for the
dealer to maintain contact with their cus-
tomers after the sale. People stopping in
to shoot will always spend some time
looking over the latest equipment or hav-
ing their bow tweaked. In the photo
below, Dave Andrews, owner of Andrew’s
Archery, in Frackville, Pennsylvania, is
shown helping one of his customers try
out a new hunting stabilizer while he is
getting some practice time in.
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